Signs of Bed Bug Activity

Live Bed Bugs

Light brown molted skins

Black Speckling (Fecal Droppings)

Closely examine mattress seams.
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Bed Bug Travel Protection

1. Before you leave home, treat the outside of your bag with Rest Easy Luggage Spray (enclosed in this kit) as per the instruction label. This will increase resistance to bed bugs moving onto your luggage.

2. Upon entering the room, keep suitcases away from the bed and off the floor. Use the luggage stand or a table to store your suitcase. Remember to inspect this stand or furniture, prior to placing your bag there.

3. Pull back the covers and inspect the folds, and seams along the perimeter of the mattress, under labels, buttons and inside tears.

4. Feeling adventurous? -- Inspect box spring, paying particular attention to area where box spring rests on frame. Shine flash light through gauze underside.

5. Headboards should be removed from wall mount (if possible) and checked thoroughly. Concentrate on cracks and crevices, seams, joints and screw holes.

6. Inspect bedside table, dresser drawers, chairs, sofas and along the walls where carpeting meets base molding.

7. Place Catch-it Sticky Traps along the wallboard, night stand, or base of the bed.

8. If bed bugs are detected, be sure to inform hotel management and request another room.

9. Be sure to re-treat your luggage with Rest Easy Luggage spray, prior to leaving to come home. This prevents pests from invading your bag while in transit and your bag is along side other (possibly infested) bags.